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Towards waveform seismic filtering of mantle convection models
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Earth science has been heavily data-driven due to the abundance in data. Yet, when there are

relatively a small number of hypotheses to verify, the inverse problem becomes a classification

problem. It is then worth directly examining observed seismic data against predicted data.

Concretely, we chain forward modelling from geodynamics to seismology. We call this process

‘waveform Seismic Low Filtering of Earth’s models’ (SeLFiE). We take seismic signals of the

snapshots of forwardly generated Earth models with that of the actual Earth, as if we took a photo

of ourselves. Although there have several studies on how the seismological tomographic

technique can perceive the geodynamical models, there are few studies on the seismic waveform

sensitivity to geodynamical or petrological parameters. A pilot test of our SeLFiE methodology was

encouraging, since we used only one seismic station to constrain the melt transportation manner

beneath the Réunion island (Franken et al. 2020). Here in this contribution we present our strategy

and developed tools towards the waveform filtering that have been developed during and after

the CLEEDI week in August, 2020.
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